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                    Ability test Result

The second part of determining any action’s 
outcome is combining your Over/Under with your 
Ability Score. This produces an Ability Test Result 
(or ATR).

Example: Continuing the previous example, Tom 
has rolled his dice and generated an Over/Under of 
4. This Over/Under is added to his Academics (INT) 
Ability Score, which is 15. This produces an Ability Test 
Result of 19.

After the Ability Test Result is calculated, this 
ATR is compared to the difficulty of the test to 
determine how successful the attempted action was.

                               Difficulty

The difficulty of an Ability Test can be derived 
in one of two ways. The first method is having it 
assigned a set number by the Dreamweaver, while 
the second method is having it generated by an 
opposing party.

When a character’s only opposition is the 
inherent difficulty of what they are attempting to do, 
the Difficulty for that Ability Test is a set number 
determined by the Dreamweaver. In these cases, 
there is not a second party attempting to stop, slow, 
or prevent the character’s success,and the only 
challenge is to see whether their performance is good 
enough to succeed at what they are trying to do. 

Examples of Ability Tests that use a difficulty 
are: climbing a rope, shooting a bow, or racing on 
a horse. The number that is chosen as the difficulty 
represents the general ability level one must have to 
complete the chosen task consistently. 

Example: Marco is practicing his Brawling by 
punching a stuffed straw target for 3 minutes. The 
Dreamweaver decides the difficulty for this task is 
8, as keeping your punches consistent and accurate 
over 3 minutes takes some ability, but can be done by 
someone without advanced training. Marco’s Brawling 
(Strength) ATR is a 9,which is then compared to the 
set difficulty of 8.

Difficulty Level of Complexity

0-10 Simple, requires little to no training

11-20 Basic, requires rudimentary training

21-30 Difficult, requires advanced training

31-40 Very Difficult, requires elite level of training

41-50 Extraordinary, possible only for the best

               Defensive Ability test

When a character’s attempt at doing something 
is being contested by another character, the difficulty 
is not a set number. Instead, it is determined by a 
Defensive Ability Test made by the target. 

A Defensive Ability Test is in most ways identical 
to a normal AT, with the exception being that its 
ATR serves the sole purpose of setting a difficulty for 
another character’s Ability Test. This demonstrates 
how a character’s active opposition is determining 
how difficult a given action is. CAP is NOT accrued 
by a Defensive Ability Test.

Example: Marco has decided to step up his 
training and start sparring with his guild-mate Brian. 
When squaring off, Marco makes a Brawling(Strength) 
Ability Test against Brian.

Brian then makes a Defensive Ability Test to set 
the difficulty for Marco. Brian makes his Defensive AT 
and gets an ATR of 12. This means the difficulty for 
Marco’s Brawling AT is now 12.

Most of the time, a character’s Defensive Ability 
Test will use the same skill as the one being used by the 
character acting against them. But this is not always 
the case. For instance, if one character has only the 
Melee Combat Base Skill, but gets into a sword fight 
with a trained swordsman, that swordsman would be 
using their Longsword Advanced Skill as their Defensive 
AT. 

A Defensive Ability Test represents a character’s 
efforts to intelligently defend themselves, and so an 
appropriate Skill must be used to make it. Thus, a 
character could not choose to use their Crafting skill 
to make a Defensive AT while in the middle of a fight.  

             Ability test outcome

Now that the Ability Test has generated an ATR, 
it can be compared to the difficulty to determine what 
the outcome of the intended action actually is. In 
the event where the ATR is less than or equal to the 
difficulty, the character’s efforts are insufficient to 
produce a Base Success.

Should the player’s ATR exceed the difficulty, 
their efforts are sufficient to produce a Base Success, 
and are said to have won the Ability Test.

                                        Rules

Role playing games allow people to tell and 
experience great stories in a unique way where each 
person involved has a direct effect on the course of 
the story through the actions their characters take. 
To make sure that every player has a fair shake 
when attempting to contribute, rules are needed to 
adjudicate the result of those character’s actions. 

In Dreamscape:Laruna, characters are created 
and given statistics to show how capable they are at 
the things they try to do. The provided rules are then 
used to test these statistics in order to see how well 
they’ve succeeded at their efforts, if at all.

Basically, whenever a player tries to do 
something, dice are rolled to represent how above 
or below their average performance any particular 
attempt ends up being. Then, if successful at their 
attempted action, they are given the ability to explain 
the nuances of how their intent came to fruition.

Below, we’re going to take a look at each 
individual concept and mechanic in depth so that you 
can properly understand how to use everything that 
Dreamscape:Laruna’s rules have to offer when telling 
your own stories.

                How it All woRks

 Any time a character attempts to take an 
action where the outcome is in question, the player 
is going to make an Ability Test. The Ability Test is 
made by rolling two ten sided dice—an Over die 
(positive), and an Under die (negative). The results 
of the two dice are combined and then added to the 
relevant Ability Score in question. 

This Ability Score is the rating of the most 
appropriate skill combined with the rating for the 
most relevant Attribute. This result is compared 
against a difficulty, which if exceeded will indicate 
success. If success is achieved, the amount by which 
this difficulty is exceeded will be given to the player 
as a form of currency called CAP, which they spend to 
specifically adjust the outcome of their desired action.

                               Ability scoRe

The first thing a player must do when their 
character wishes to take an action is to determine 
what skill they are applying or testing to produce 
that action. Once decided, the player will take their 
characters chosen skill rating and combine it with the 
most appropriate attribute rating to create an Ability 
Score. 

This Ability Score will be used during the 
process to determine just how successful, if at all, the 

character’s attempt truly is. Once the proper Ability 
Score is determined, the player rolls his dice.

                   Rolling tHe Dice

All die rolls are made using two ten sided dice. 
One die, referred to as the “Over” die, represents how 
far above (or Over) a character’s base level of ability 
they can perform. Similarly, the second die (the 
“Under” die) represents how far beneath (or Under) 
a character’s base level of ability they can perform.

When a roll is required, a player rolls their Over 
die and Under die simultaneously to achieve a result 
that ranges from -9 to +9. It is important that these 
dice are distinguishable from one another (such as 
being different colors) and each die is identified as 
the Over or Under die before being rolled. When 
rolling, the numbers on the face of the Over die are 
POSITIVE, and the numbers on the face of the Under 
die are NEGATIVE.

 To determine the result of this roll, the player 
simply combines the two values (one positive and 
one negative) and the result is referred to as their 
Over/Under. Keep in mind that if the number on the 
Under die is larger than that of the Over die, your 
Over/Under will be a negative value.

Example: Tom is asked to make a roll. Tom has 
declared that his white ten sided die will be his Over 
die and that his black die will be his Under die. Tom 
rolls a 7 on his white Over die, and a 3 on his black 
Under die. Tom then combines these values (7 and -3) 
to determine his Over/Under, which is a 4. Had Tom 
rolled a 3 on his white Over die and a 7 on his black 
Under die, the result would be a -4 (3 + -7).

                sHAtteRs AnD cHokes

Normally, the values of the Over die and 
Under die are combined to produce an Over/Under. 
But what if the Over and Under dice turn up the 
same number? When this happens, there are three 
possibilities. 

If both dice show a ten, a “Shatter” has been 
produced. This represents a character going above 
and beyond their normal level of ability and achieving 
fantastic success. When a shatter is rolled, the Over/
Under for that roll is a 12. 

Conversely, if the Over and Under dice both 
show a one, the character has choked—a disastrous 
result which sets the Over/Under for that roll to a 
NEGATIVE twelve (-12). 

Finally, if the face value of the Over and Under 
dice are the same, but not a one or a ten, the character 
has performed exactly in line with their ability and 
their Over/Under is zero.



Take a player whose character is an enchanter 
that imbues weapons used to fight a Kreesh. This 
player tells the Dreamweaver that over a five month 
journey, their character is going to use his enchanting 
ability to improve his guildmate’s equipment. Such 
a situation would normally be resolved by making a 
sort of wish list that would eventually be given a yes 
or no stamp of approval. 

Instead, CAP allows the enchanter to tell exactly 
how all of his efforts paid off. Was he interested in 
enchanting a sword to deal ice damage? If so he 
could have spent some CAP to add that adjustment 
to his result. Did he instead want the sword to have 
a magically enhanced edge to create more severe 
bleeding effects? Did he earn enough CAP to make 
both adjustments, or did he find that he wasn’t 
capable of accomplishing both?

These examples show just how much richer the 
exchange between a player and their Dreamweaver 
can be, giving the player the chance to better dictate 
their characters actions.

cHAnce test

A chance test is a special test made to determine 
if a particular event has taken place. For this purpose, 
both the Over and Under die will represent different 
values in an effort to yield a result between 1% and 
100%. To do this, the Over die will represent the tens 
column and the Under die will represent the single 
digit column. These values are combined to produce 
a percentage value.

This value is then compared to the chance of 
the event in question taking place. If the value is 
equal to or below the percentage chance of the event 
taking place, then the event has occurred. If the value 
is above the percentage chance of the event taking 
place, the event has not occurred.

Example: Jason’s character has an ability thats 
effect changes based on whether or not it is raining. 
As tracking the weather through a story’s timeline 
is typically a detail unworthy of attention, the 
Dreamweaver decides a Chance Test is called for. The 
story takes place on one of Izumo’s wettest islands, so 
the Dreamweaver states there is a 40% chance that 
it is raining. Jason rolls a chance test and gets a 3 
on his Over die and a 7 on his Under die. This gives 
him a result of 37%, which is below the 40% chance, 
indicating that it is raining.

unskilleD tests

In a situation where a character has to do 
something that does not require any specific skill 
but instead uses just their innate attributes (such as 
applying Strength to break down a door or Intellect 
to try to remember directions you’ve been given), an 
Unskilled Ability Test is made. Unskilled Ability Tests 
work the same way as any other Ability Test, but use 
only one number to determine their Ability Score—
the rating of whichever Attribute is being tested.

Since Attributes are normally rated from 1-10, 
the difficulty of Unskilled Ability Tests should also 
generally range from 1-10. In addition, all penalties 
are reduced by half (rounded down) when making 
an Unskilled Ability Test. A character may also make 
an Unskilled Ability Test if they do not have an 
applicable skill to use.

 bAse success

A Base Success is when a character has 
accomplished just enough of their intended action 
for it to be considered successful. For example, a 
character may make an AT to swing a pick-axe at 
a large rock in a mine. Purchasing base success will 
ensure they hit the rock(their intended action) but 
will not indicate if they end up with a large chunk 
of gold or a fistful of dirt. For this purpose, we must 
generate and utilize CAP.

 competitive ADVANTAGE points

Competitive Advantage Points (or CAP for 
short) show how well a character has performed at 
an Ability Test. CAP is generated by comparing the 
final result of an Ability Test to that test’s difficulty.

When these two numbers are compared, any 
positive difference between the ATR and the difficulty 
is awarded to the player as CAP.

Example: While sparring, Marco and Brian have 
both made their relevant ATs, with Marco’s ATR being 
a 15 and Brian’s Defensive ATR being a 12. Because 
Marco exceeded his ATs difficulty by three, he is 
awarded 3 CAP. 

spenDing cAp

Once CAP has been awarded to a player, they 
may then spend this CAP to show how their efforts 
paid off. CAP is spent on CAP Adjustments, which 
alter the results of a Base Success. 

Most of the time, the Adjustments that can be 
purchased are determined by the skill being tested or 
the equipment that is being used to conduct the test. 
The seven most common kinds of CAP Adjustments 
presented in ODAM are:

Strength Adjustments adjust the magnitude of 
a base success.

Duration Adjustments make the results of an 
Ability Test last longer. 

Cost Adjustments alter the resource cost of 
achieving base success.

Speed Adjustments reduce the amount of time 
it takes to perform a base success. 

Damage Adjustments cause attacks to do more 
damage.

Range Adjustments extend the physical range 
that a success can cover.

Weapon Adjustments represent unique effects 
created when landing an attack with a specific 
weapon.

Multiple Adjustments can be purchased when 
spending CAP, and the same Adjustment can be 
purchased multiple times unless the Adjustment in 
question (or the Dreamweaver) states otherwise.

Example: Tom is attempting to open a small 
locked box his traveling partner has left unattended. 
Tom makes a Lockpicking (AGI) Ability Test, and has 
produced an ATR of 19. The Dreamweaver sets the 
difficulty of this Test at 16—the box’s lock is finer than 
usual, and Tom’s character does not know when his 
partner will return.

The Dreamweaver also tells Tom that it will take 
5 minutes to attempt to open the lock. Tom compares 
his Ability Test Result of 19 to the difficulty of 16. Since 
Tom  exceeded his AT’s Difficulty, he is granted a Base 
Success and generated 3 CAP. Prior to the AT being 
made, the Dreamweaver decided that Tom can choose 
to either speed up his attempt at the rate of 1 minute 
per CAP (a 1c Speed Adjustment), or he can examine 
the box further(a 3c Strength Adjustment). 

Tom’s character is more concerned with not getting 
caught than anything else, so Tom decides to spend his 
3 CAP on 3 Speed Adjustments, allowing him to open 
the box in 2 minutes instead of 5. Tom gets to peek 
into the box and lock it back up with no one the wiser. 

    unDeRstAnDing ADjustments

At its core, CAP serves as a way of allowing 
players to better narrate their characters actions. 
Ultimately it is the Dreamweaver who must decide 
exactly what takes place in every scene throughout 
a story, but CAP gives the player just a bit more 
customization that can make all the difference in how 
their story plays out. Imagine a swordsman locked in 
a climactic duel. 

Basic dictation of success or failure with any 
given swing of the blade will help the situation 
come to a resolution, but add CAP to the story and 
suddenly the player acting as the swordsman can 
take a much more active hand in how the duel turned 
out. As opposed to a tit for tat exchange of attacks 
and parries, CAP expenditure will allow the player 
to tell just how each action of significance bore fruit. 

Did they swing their trusty sword so hard it took 
an opponent’s arm off? Did they opt to strike with a 
quick glancing blow, waiting for an opportunity to 
present itself so they can deliver a lethal strike? How 
about a sorcerer casting a spell at someone who is 
just out of the spell’s normal range? Is the sorcerer 
skilled enough to stretch the range of their spell at 
the cost of doing considerably more damage? Will 
they have to ability to alter the spell in a significant 
way and still hit their target? 



it is generated. Instead, it can be carried over into 
subsequent phases.

 Similarly, the Base Success granted by winning 
an Ability Test does not have to be used in the same 
phase it is granted. It instead can be exchanged for 
3 CAP, which can then be carried into subsequent 
phases. Base Success can be purchased for 3 CAP, 
even if it has not been granted by winning an AT. 
Being that CAP Adjustments always adjust a Base 
Success; in order for CAP adjustments to be used, 
Base Success must first have either been granted by 
winning an AT, or purchased with CAP. 

Enduring Actions are similar to Persistent 
Actions in that they take place over the duration of a 
phase and continue into subsequent phases. Where 
they differ is that unlike Persistent Actions, Enduring 
Actions retain their accrued CAP even after the 
current AT is completed. This action may be resumed 
at a another time - hours, days, or even weeks later, 
continuing to accrue CAP towards a specific goal. 
Most crafting actions are considered Enduring actions.

          tAking multiple Actions

If a player wishes to take more than one action 
in a single phase, they may do so. Splitting your 
attention this way is challenging and causes each 
Ability Test taken during that phase to be subject to a 
penalty. In a phase where two actions are attempted, 
each AT is taken at a -10 penalty. Additional 
actions may be taken in the same phase with the 
Dreamweaver’s permission, with each action beyond 
the second increasing the penalty to all ATs in the 
phase by -5.

When making multiple ATs in a single phase, 
CAP is gained, accrued, and spent separately for each. 
It is important to also remember when declaring 
multiple actions that the Dreamweaver must decide if 
it is suitable for the character to even do so, with the 
most significant limiting factor being time. Any given 
phase is only a few seconds long so regardless of 
incurred penalties, there simply may not be enough 
time to do everything desired in a single phase. 

An exception to this rule is when an action is 
free. A Free Action is an action that does not count 
toward the multiple action penalty in a phase. 
Generally speaking, free actions are ones that do not 
require much, if any, concentration.

Throughout this book, you will find that some 
actions have their types abbreviated. Most commonly 
used are IFU (Instant, Free, Untested) actions, IFT 
(Instant, Free, Tested) actions, and IU (Instant, 
Untested) actions.   

                                      pHAses

Regardless of the type of story being told, 
measurements of time are necessary to keep track 
of events. This becomes especially important during 
combat or other competitive scenes.

For scenes of this nature, Dreamscape: Laruna 
uses a basic increment of time call a Phase. A Phase 
is a non specific measurement of time, generally 
ranging between approximately 5 to 15 seconds. 

This range can be altered significantly to satisfy 
the needs of the Dreamweaver. This mutability allows 
for better control by the Dreamweaver to narrate the 
story in the most appropriate manner possible. 

Phases are broken up into 3 basic parts used to 
help keep track of the order of events during crucial 
portions of the story.

       pARt one:  ReAction oRDeR

The first part of a phase is the establishment 
of Reaction Order. Reaction Order determines what 
order the actions of a phase occur in. To establish 
Reaction Order, characters will be using their 
Reaction Score to make a unique form of Ability Test.

Any time where the sequence of events is 
significant and in question, a Reaction Ability Test is 
made to start a new phase. Making a Reaction AT is 
similar to a normal Ability Test, with the differences 
being that CAP is not generated and the ATR is not 
compared to a difficulty. Instead, the ATR is compared 
to the Reaction ATR of all other participants in the 
phase.     

A Reaction order is then established by declaring 
the highest Reaction ATR as first, followed by the 
next highest ATR being declared second, and so on, 
until all ATRs are assigned a position in the Reaction 
Order. Once a Reaction Order is determined, it 
remains the same unless there is a need to reestablish 
the order of events.

A new combatant entering a battle is a good 
example of why Reaction would be re-tested.

     pARt two: DeclARAtion of Actions

Once Reaction order is established, all 
characters must declare all their intended actions for 
the phase, starting with the character who has the 
lowest position in Reaction order and working up the 
list, ending with the character who had the highest 
position in the Reaction order.

Before declaring any actions, a player may 
choose to delay their actions. If they do so, they may 
choose any position below their own in the Reaction 
Order.

 This remains their position until the end of the 
phase.

             pARt tHRee: Resolution

Finally, all actions being taken are resolved 
according to Reaction order, starting with the 
character that has the highest position and ending 
with the character that has the lowest position. 

Resolving a character’s actions includes making 
any applicable ATs, spending CAP, or accounting 
for the effects of any untested actions being taken. 
Once all actions are resolved, and each character has 
had their turn in the Reaction order, the phase is 
considered over.

                          Action types

Different situations call for different types of 
actions, and each type of action has its own set of 
conditions when it comes to making Ability Tests and 
spending CAP. 

A single action can be either Tested or Untested, 
which measures whether or not its outcome is in 
question:

Tested Actions - A Tested Action is a standard 
action where the outcome is in question and requires 
an Ability Test for that outcome to be determined.

Untested Actions - Some actions do not have 
their outcomes in question, and thus do not require 
an Ability Test. 

Whether they are Tested or Untested, the 
amount of time an action takes determines if the 
action is Instant, Persistent, or Enduring.

Instant Actions are just as they sound—instant. 
They take place at a specific moment in a phase. 

Persistent Actions take place over the duration 
of a phase and can possibly continue on into 
subsequent phases. A persistent action is considered 
to be ongoing throughout the entirety of the phase 
from the moment the action begins until it is ended 
by completion or other circumstances.

Unlike resolving a normal Ability Test, when 
attempting a Persistent Action, certain unique rules 
apply: Persistent actions can not be attempted 
multiple times to accomplish the exact same goal 
within a single phase. When making a Persistent AT, 
CAP does not have to be spent in the same phase 


